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Abstract—Ship detection needs to identify ship locations from
remote sensing (RS) scenes. However, due to different imag-
ing payloads, various appearances of ships, and complicated
background interference from the bird’s eye view, it is difficult
to set up a unified paradigm for achieving multi-source ship
detection. Therefore, in this article, considering that the large
language models (LLMs) emerge the powerful generalization
ability, a novel unified visual-language model called Popeye
is proposed for multi-source ship detection from RS imagery.
First, to bridge the interpretation gap between multi-source
images for ship detection, a novel image-instruction-answer way
is designed to integrate the various ship detection ways (e.g.,
horizontal bounding box (HBB), oriented bounding box (OBB))
into a unified labeling paradigm. Then, in view of this, a cross-
modal image interpretation method is developed for the proposed
Popeye to enhance interactive comprehension ability between
visual and language content, which can be easily migrated into
any multi-source ship detection task. Subsequently, owing to
objective domain differences, a knowledge adaption mechanism
is designed to adapt the pre-trained visual-language knowledge
from the nature scene into the RS domain for multi-source ship
detection. In addition, the segment anything model (SAM) is also
seamlessly integrated into the proposed Popeye to achieve pixel-
level ship segmentation without additional training costs. Finally,
extensive experiments are conducted on the newly constructed
instruction dataset named MMShip, and the results indicate
that the proposed Popeye outperforms current specialist, open-
vocabulary, and other visual-language models for zero-shot multi-
source ship detection.

Index Terms—Visual-language alignment, ship detection,
multi-source imagery, and natural language interaction.

I. INTRODUCTION

SHIP detection in the present work refers to the technique
to accurately identify ship locations from the remote

sensing (RS) imagery with complex background interference
[1]. Intelligent ship detection is critical for the analyses and
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Captioning

User：Provide a short 
caption about this image. 

Popeye:	A harbor with 
two ships docked at it. 

User：Generate a det-
ailed caption about the 
image. 

Popeye:	The image is an 
aerial view of a harbor 
with two ships docked at 
the pier. The ships are 
positioned next to each 
other...In addition to the 
ships, there are several 
small vehicles scattered 
around the harbor are...

Popeye:	There are two 
ships[0.33,0.50,0.69,0.61;0.
35,0.57,0.70,0.67] 

HBB Ship Detection
Popeye:	There is one 
ship[0.33,0.51,0.76,0.64,
0.74,0.70,0.31,0.57] 

OBB Ship Detection

Fig. 1. Examples of multi-source (optical/SAR) ship image interpretation by
the proposed Popeye, including ship detection via OBB or HBB, as well as
image captioning.

monitoring of marine environments [2]. It is used in a wide
range of fields such as maritime safety, border and territorial
defense, naval warfare, environmental protection, search and
rescue operations, maritime traffic control, and fishery man-
agement [3].

In the field of ship detection, many deep learning algorithms
have been proposed. For the optical ship RS images analyses,
the development of horizontal bounding box (HBB) detection
methods, including CFF-SDN [4] and Li et al. [5], alongside
oriented bounding box (OBB) detection methods such as RR-
CNN [6] and Li et al. [7], has significantly improved the
accuracy of optical ship detection. For synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) ship image interpretation, many HBB algorithms such
as CP-FCOS, etc. [8]–[12], as well as OBB ones including He
et al. [13] and R-FCOS [14] have been proposed to enhance
the performance of SAR ship detection. However, those are
limited to handling individual detection tasks or single-source
scenarios, rendering them incapable of uniformly interpreting
multi-source ship images and performing multi-granularity
detection within one framework, and subsequently constrain-
ing their applications to real-world problems. Therefore, this
paper focuses on developing a novel unified ship interpretation
framework for multi-source ship images, capable of both HBB,
OBB detection, and segmentation.

Most recently, Large Language Models (LLMs) [15]–[17]
have emerged as popular and innovative tools for human as-
sistance, exhibiting robust generalization capabilities. Among
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LLMs, a model named ChatGPT [18] stands out as a remark-
able example, providing great potential for supporting humans
in a diverse range of tasks. In addition, the considerable
achievements of LLMs have sparked extensive research in
introducing additional visual input and developing powerful
multi-modal large language models (MLLMs) [19], [20].
Typically, studies such as MiniGPT-4 [21], LLaVA [22], and
LLaMA-Adapter [23], [24] series have sparked a new wave of
research on endowing LLMs with visual reasoning ability. The
powerful capabilities of MLLMs have been demonstrated in
various natural scenes. However, different from natural scene
images, RS ones are gathered from an overhead view by
satellites. Effectively adapting current MLLMs to the field of
RS, and establishing a visual-language alignment paradigm
for interpreting multi-source ship images presents significant
challenges. To address these difficulties thoroughly, this work
concentrates on constructing a unified visual-language frame-
work to understand multi-source and multi-modal ship data in
the RS domain.

In this paper, to exploit the powerful generalization ability
of LLMs for developing a universal ship detection paradigm,
a novel unified visual-language model named Popeye is pro-
posed for multi-source ship interpretation in the RS domain.
The proposed Popeye unifies various ship detection tasks and
integrates multi-source imagery including optical and SAR
in a naive visual-language alignment procedure. Firstly, to
narrow the gap between the different RS visual modalities,
a novel image-to-caption labeling approach is designed to
unify the various ship detection formats. Utilizing the proposed
unified labeling paradigm, a dataset named MMShip featuring
multi-modal multi-source instruction-following is constructed
based on existing ship detection datasets. Secondly, a suitable
cross-modal image interpretation method is constructed, which
can leverage language as a bridge to understand images.
Given the RS imagery is complex and to enhance visual-
language alignment efficacy, a hybrid visual feature extractor
is developed to refine robust multi-scale visual representation,
incorporating multiple pre-trained visual backbones, including
CLIP ViT-L/14 [25] and DINOv2 ViT-L/14 [26]. Then, the
visual features are concatenated with language features to
form the multi-modal input. Subsequently, begin with a frozen
LLaMA [16] model with superior resource efficiency and only
insert the several Low-Rank Adaptation (LoRA) [27] metrics
into LLaMA’s higher Transformer layers for training. Through
the aforementioned process, the language-only LLaMA is
efficiently converted into a visual-language model by in-
tegrating visual information with the language instructions.
Thirdly, a knowledge adaption paradigm for the ship domain is
proposed [28], enabling the developed visual-language model
to multi-source ship detection tasks. By continuing fine-
tuning on the newly constructed MMShip dataset with the
LoRA technique and the bias tuning strategy [24], Popeye
successfully generalizes from the natural scene domain to
the ship RS domain and achieves the multi-source detection
ability. In addition, Popeye is integrated with the SAM [29] to
extend language-guided ship segmentation capability without
additional training costs. the proposed model can generate the
accurate bounding boxes as the SAM prompt. In conclusion,

the proposed visual-language model Popeye can effectively
unify ship HBB detection, OBB detection, captioning as well
as segmentation, thereby meeting the requirements of multi-
granularity detection (see the examples in Fig. 1).

Extensive experiments are conducted, demonstrating that
Popeye has superior zero-shot performance on ship interpreta-
tion tasks compared to current specialist, open-vocabulary, and
other visual-language models. For example, Popeye exhibits
notable HBB detection improvements of 40.55%, 26.18%,
and 4.16% on AP@40, AP@50, and AP@60 on the DSSDD
dataset compared with the best results in other Visual-language
Models and open-vocabulary models. For OBB detection, it is
observed Popeye achieves improvements of 4.63% and 2.86%
on AP@40 and AP@50 with Oriented R-CNN trained on
DOTA. Therefore, Popeye significantly lowers the resource-
intensive requirement of retraining on new data.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as
follows.

1) To our best knowledge, the first unified visual-language
model named Popeye is proposed for multi-source ship
interpretation and multi-granularity ship detection tasks
in a natural language interaction manner. In Popeye, the
cross-modal image interpretation method enhances the
mutual understanding of visual and language content
effectively. Then, the knowledge adaptation mechanism
migrates the visual-language model into the ship domain
efficiently. Furthermore, Popeye’s pixel-level segmenta-
tion ability is achieved by integrating it with the frozen
SAM without additional training costs.

2) A unified labeling paradigm is proposed, converting
various ship detection ways into the uniform image-
instruction-answer data format, and the multi-source
instruction dataset called MMShip is constructed for
the first time. The MMShip, containing 81k instruction
data, encompasses optical and SAR modalities, which
is beneficial for the development of the ship generalist
models by addressing the challenge posed by the scarcity
of ship instruction datasets.

3) Extensive experiments demonstrate that Popeye excels in
zero-shot ship HBB and OBB detection tasks, exceeding
existing specialist, open-vocabulary, and other visual-
language models. Moreover, Popeye shows excellent
ship segmentation performance in challenging scenarios.
Therefore, Popeye contributes a novel visual-language
paradigm for diverse multi-source ship RS imagery
interpretation tasks.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Large language models (LLMs)

In recent years, Natural Language Processing (NLP) has
made significant progress, particularly with the advent of
LLMs based on Transformer architectures. Among the LLMs,
The GPT series [20], [25], [30] has gained considerable
attention as a promising AI technique for NLP tasks. Espe-
cially GPT-3 [15], has demonstrated the power of massive
model scaling, with models containing billions to trillions of
parameters. InstructGPT [31] and ChatGPT [18] have shown
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remarkable fluency and adaptability in various conversational
tasks, which has improved their ability to follow instructions.
Furthermore, the open-source community has contributed re-
sources such as LLaMA [16] and LLaMA-2 [16], enriching the
LLM’s instruction-following capability. Recent developments
like Alpaca [32], Vicuna [33], and GPT-4-LLM [34] have
proposed full fine-tuning to acquire the instruction-following
ability of LLMs successfully. In contrast, LoRA [27]and
LLaMA-Adapter [23] validate that parameter-efficient fine-
tuning (PEFT) approaches can potentially replace full parame-
ter updates during the supervised fine-tuning of LLMs. In this
paper, Popeye is based on LLaMA-2’s language understanding
and inspired by superior PEFT technique to fine-tune LLMs to
achieve instruction-following ability with multi-modal input.

B. Multi-modal large language models (MLLMs)

The fusion of LLMs and visual information revolutionizes
image processing and unlock new practical applications in
various fields. Previous efforts like the VisualGPT [35] and
BLIP [36] series have demonstrated the possibilities of in-
tegrating LLMs with visual inputs, showcasing their effec-
tiveness in tasks such as image captioning and visual ques-
tion answering. Recently, GPT-4 [19] has showcased remark-
able visual instruction-following abilities by handling visual-
language inputs for multi-tasks. Moreover, Bard [37] also
has demonstrated exceptional proficiency in multi-modal un-
derstanding and reasoning across diverse tasks. Concurrently,
numerous works have focused on integrating LLaMA with
the vision modality to enhance visual instruction-following
capabilities. Models like LLaVA [22] and MiniGPT-4 [21]
assemble high-quality multi-modal instruction-following data
using ChatGPT or GPT-4. They employ a simple projection
layer to integrate vision encoders with LLM and fine-tune the
models on the curated data. The LLaMA-Adapter V2 [24]
introduces zero-initialized attention mechanisms for efficient
visual instruction tuning, while mPLUG-Owl [38] utilizes
specially designed intermediate networks for effective cross-
modal alignment. In this context, RS can directly benefit
from MLLMs. Fine-tuned VLMs enable processing and an-
alyzing satellite and aerial images. However, the application
of generalized MLLMs in RS has been relatively limited. A
notable attempt in this direction is RSGPT [39], which aimed
to develop a model capable of tackling a variety of tasks.
However, it is necessary to fine-tune RSGPT for individual
tasks, which makes it a poor generalization performance. In the
latest update, Geochat [40] has introduced a more integrated
approach, intending to broaden the model’s capabilities to
encompass regional-level analysis and visual grounding. Our
Popeye aims to develop a parameter-efficient unified MLLM
model to tackle the challenge of multi-task processing in ship
RS understanding, using ship visual instruction-following data.

C. Deep Learning based Ship Object Detection

Numerous algorithms based on deep learning have been
proposed in the field of ship detection. High-performance RS
object detectors often rely on the RCNN [41]–[43] frame-
work, consisting of a region proposal network and regional

CNN detection heads. For the universal RS object detection,
Variations like the RoI transformer [44] have been proposed,
which leverages fully connected layers to rotate candidate
horizontal anchor boxes before extracting features for re-
gression and classification. Furthermore, AO2-DETR [45]
introduces a transformer-based detection framework, which
brings more research diversity. For the ship target detection
from optical imagery, RR-CNN [6] is a rotated region based
CNN method that can accurately extract features from rotated
regions and precisely locate rotated objects. CFF-SDN [4]
ship detection network uses multi-layer convolutional feature
fusion to improve HBB high-precision ship detection. For the
ship detection from SAR imagery, CP-FCOS [8] is an anchor-
free method proposed for high-resolution SAR ship images.
DAPN [8]. YOLOv2-reduced [12] architecture proposes an
enhanced GPU-based deep learning method. In addition to
image-level object detection, visual grounding is a region-
level task, such as CLIP-VG [46] and RSVG [47] can locate
the referred objects described by the language instruction,
attracted much attention recently. However, Those algorithms
are unable to uniformly understand multi-source ship images
and complete both HBB and OBB ship detection tasks in
one framework, which would constrain current intelligent
interpretation methods for real-world applications. Therefore,
this paper focuses on designing a unified multi-source ship RS
image understanding framework, with a superior generaliza-
tion capacity for cross-modal and multi-source image learning.

III. METHOD

The overall architecture of the model Popeye is shown in
Fig. 2. with the four main parts, (a) The unified labeling
paradigm, (b) The cross-modal image interpretation method,
(c) The knowledge adaption diagram, and (d) Integrated with
SAM, addressed in section III-A, III-B, III-C and III-D,
respectively. We will introduce each part in detail.

A. Unified Labeling Paradigm

For developing a unified visual-language model for ship
detection in the RS domain, it is essential to tackle the
interpretation discrepancies across images from different RS
visual modalities. To this end, a unified labeling paradigm is
developed, as shown in Fig. 2 (a), utilizing the existing ship
object detection datasets as the basic data to construct a new
dataset named MMShip featuring multi-source multi-modal
instruction-following. Specifically, four main ship detection
datasets are considered, namely dataset DOSR [48] DOTA
ship subset [49], SSDD [50], and HRSID [51]. Moreover, both
the HBB and OBB detection ways are transformed into the
uniform image-instruction-answer format.

During the conversion of datasets, specific language instruc-
tions are employed to direct the model towards predicting
either HBB or OBB. For instance, for HBB detection, the
model is instructed using the instruction, “Please detect all
ships using the horizontal bounding box.”. Similarly, for OBB
detection, the instruction is, “Please detect all ships using the
oriented bounding box.”. Then, the formats of the answer are
as follows: in the HBB format, a bounding box is defined by
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Image Input

CLIP 

DINOv2

...

...

Linear Probjection

...

...

Multi-Scale Features

Visual
 
Tokens 

Vision-language Alignment  

Self-attention

LoRA

Self-attention  

...

Bias
Linear layer

Linear layer

...

Transformer Layers

LLM
Language Instruction

Langeuage 
TokensPlease detect all ships in 

this image.
...

Popeye: There are seven ships
[1,2,3,...] are docked at a harbor.

SAM

Output

Multi-source Ship Imagry Adaption  

Detection Bounding Boxes 

Segmentation

LoRA

 Self-attention

 Self-attention   

...

Knowledge Transfer Learning 

(d) Intergrated with SAM 

Multi-scale Multi-modal Feature Fusion

Vision-language Model 

Prompt 
Encoder

Image
Encoder

Mask
Decoder

(b) Cross-modal Visual Interpretation Method (c) The knowledge Adaption Mechanism for Ship 

Image 

Transformer Layers

Frozen  
       

       
   

 

Concat

Instruction: Please detect all ships 
using the oriented bounding box. 

Instruction: Please detect all ships 
using the oriented bounding box. 

Anwer: There are four ships
[0.17,0.33,0.51,0.41,0.50,0.48,0.15,
0.39...] in the image.

 HBB Ship Detection (Opitical)
 Instruction: Please detect all ships 

using the horizontal bounding box. 

Anwer: There are six ships
[0.45,0.43,0.57,0.48;0.47,0.35,0.58,
0.41;0.62,0.38...] in the image.

Image: 

Anwer: There are two ships
[0.38,0.26,0.43,0.23,0.70,0.73,0.65,0.7
6... ] in the image.

Image: Image: 

Instruction: Please detect all ships 
using the horizontal bounding box. 
Image: 

 HBB Ship Detection (SAR)

Anwer: there are four ships
[0.11,0.88,0.15,0.96;0.23,0.17,0.28,
0.26...] in the image.

(a)  The Unified Labeling Paradigm

Uniform Data Format：Image-Instruction-Answer 

OBB Ship Detection (SAR) OBB Ship Detection (Opitical)
 

       

Fine-tune         
   

 
 Pixel-level Segmentation

Fig. 2. The overall architecture of the proposed Popeye. (a) The unified data labeling paradigm to convert various ship detection ways to the uniform image-
instruction-answer format. (b) The cross-modal image interpretation method includes a multi-scale multi-modal feature fusion module and a vision-language
alignment tuning module. (c) The knowledge adaption mechanism for multi-source ship domain. (d) Integrated with the frozen SAM to extend language-guided
pixel-level ship segmentation capability.

the coordinates [xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax]. The points (xmin, ymin)
and (xmax, ymax) are identified as the corners of the bounding
box that are, closest to and farthest from the origin of the
coordinate system, respectively. Conversely, the OBB format is
specified as [x1, y1, x2, y2, x3, y3, x4, y4]. Within this format,
the point (x1, y1) is designated as the corner of the bounding
box nearest to the coordinate origin, with the subsequent
points (x2, y2), (x3, y3), and (x4, y4) arranged in a sequence
that ascends based on their angular relation to (x1, y1). It is
observed that in both HBB and OBB detection, the bounding
box coordinates undergo a normalization process.

In conclusion, the MMShip dataset is constructed by as-
sembling 81k instruction data of high-quality ship images.
Leveraging the MMShip dataset can facilitate the evolution
of the visual-language models for ship interpretation in the
RS domain.

B. Cross-modal Image Interpretation Method

Our goal in this part is to realize visual-language alignment
to leverage language to facilitate image understanding. To this
end, a multi-scale multi-modal fusion module and a visual-
language alignment tuning module are proposed.

Multi-scale Multi-modal Feature Fusion. Given that ship
RS images captured from an overhead perspective inherently

include complex background interference leads to significant
challenges in accurately processing. To address this challenge
and better utilize visual scale information, a multi-scale multi-
modal feature fusion module is proposed. As depicted in
Fig. 2 (b), various vision backbones are proposed for mixed
image encoding, thereby achieving more robust visual rep-
resentations. The CLIP ViT-L/14 [25] backbone is designed
to extract multi-scale visual features from each input image
I . Token embeddings generated by CLIP encoder denoted as{
f i
v

}n
i=1

∈ RH×W×C , where H×W ×C represents the input
image resolution, n is the scale number. Then the multi-scale
feature is denoted as Fv . The entire process can be formulated
as

f i
v = CLIPenc(Ii), (1)

Fv = Concat
[
f1
v , f

2
v , ..., f

n
v

]
. (2)

The DINOv2 ViT-L/14 [26] is further employed as another
vision backbone to learn multi-scale visual tokens. Token
embeddings generated by DINOv2 encoder is denoted as{
giv
}m
i=1

∈ RH×W×C , where m represents the scale number.
Then the multi-scale feature is denoted as Gv . Similarly to the
previous step, formulated as

giv = DINOv2enc(Ii), (3)

Gv = Concat
[
g1v , g

2
v , ..., g

m
v

]
. (4)
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User: Please detect all the ships

Popeye: 

SAM: 

User: Please detect all the ships

Popeye: 

SAM: 

User: Please detect all the ships

Popeye: 

SAM: 

Fig. 3. Examples of language-referred pixel-level segmentation by integrating Popeye and Segment Anything Model (SAM).

Then, the features extracted in the previous two steps are con-
catenated along the same channel dimension. Following that,
a linear projection layer is used for dimension alignment with
language tokens, and synthetical visual tokens are obtained
and represented as pv ∈ R1×C . The process can be expressed
as

pv = Projection(Concat [Fv, Gv]). (5)

During the visual feature extraction process, the vision back-
bones are frozen to refine coarse-scale semantic information
and fine-scale detail visual information. For language modality,
the instructions are embedded as language tokens and denoted
as pl ∈ R1×C . By directly concatenating pv and pl, a multi-
modal input X is obtained. This process can be expressed as

X = Concat[

visual tokens pv︷ ︸︸ ︷
p1v, p

2
v, ... , pNv

v , p1l , p
2
l , ... , pNl

l︸ ︷︷ ︸
language tokens pl

], (6)

where Nv represents the token length of visual fea-
tures, Nl denotes the token length of language features,
(p1v, p

2
v, ... , pNv

v )are the mixed visual backbone tokens from
pv , and (p1l , p

2
l , ... , pNl

l ) are the language instruction tokens
from pl. At this stage, the visual and language information are
integrated, forming the multi-modal input for the LLM.

Visual-Language Alignment Tuning. To endow the LLM
with fundamental image understanding capability and realize
visual-language alignment, the widely-used natural domain
dataset COCO Caption [52] is employed for training. To
avoid conventional expensive full-parameter fine-tuning and
the risk of overfitting, the LoRA [27] technique which is a
PEFT approach is adopted in this tuning stage. The LLaMA
[16] is utilized as the LLM foundation model. The entire
LLaMA weight matrices are frozen during training, and the
learnable LoRA rank decomposition matrices are injected into

the topmost L layer of the Transformer architecture, greatly
decreasing the number of trainable parameters for downstream
tasks. The single attention matrix and multi-head attention
of the l-th Transformer block can be computed as follows
respectively

Attl = WV l · softmax

(
WQl(WKl)

T

√
dk

)
, (7)

MultiAttl =

H∑
h=1

Wh
OlW

h
V l · softmax

(
Wh

Ql(W
h
Kl)

T

√
dk

)
,

(8)

where H is the number of attention heads. The Wh
Ol,

Wh
Ql, Wh

Kl, Wh
V l ∈ RD×D are weight matrices for

each attention head h ∈ H in the l-th Transformer
block. In particular, four learnable low-rank adapter matrices
∆Wh

Ql,∆Wh
Kl,∆Wh

V l,∆Wh
Ol ∈ RD×D are inserted into

the topmost l layers of the Transformer architecture. The
adapted multi-head attention is denoted as Adapted Attn, the
output of the l-th adapted Transformer attention is defined as

Adapted Attnl (9)

=

H∑
h=1

(
Wh

Ol +∆Wh
Ol

)
(Wh

V l +∆Wh
V l)

×softmax

(
(Wh

Ql+∆Wh
Ql)(W

h
Kl+∆Wh

Kl)
T

√
dk

)
.

To sum up, this process begins with a frozen LLaMA as the
starting point and refines it by optimizing the four smaller
learnable matrices, achieving fundamental image captioning
ability and enhancing the mutual understanding between im-
ages and language.
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C. Knowledge Adaption Mechanism for Ship Domain

With the methods documented in Section IV-A, a suitable
visual-language alignment can be achieved. To further adapt
to multi-source and multi-granularity detection ship tasks,
continue fine-tuning the visual-language model on the newly
constructed MMShip dataset.

To release the multi-source and cross-modal learning po-
tential of LLM, more learnable parameters are added in the
ship domain transfer learning stage, compared to the visual-
language training one. As illustrated in Fig. 2 (c), Following
LLaMA-Adapter V2 [24], the bias tuning strategy is also
introduced alongside LoRA techniques during this stage. For
each linear layer in the Transformer, a bias matrix ∆Wb and
a scale ∆Ws factor are inserted as two trainable parameters.
Given a linear layer f(x) = Wx, it can be transformed into

f(x) = ∆Ws(Wx+∆Wb), (10)

with learnable matrices W,∆Wb, and ∆Ws ∈ RD×D. The
rest two are initialized with zeros and a random Gaussian,
respectively, keeping fine-tuning stability and effectiveness.
The mathematical formula can be expressed as ∆Wb =
Init(0),∆Ws ∼ N (µ, σ2).

Distinct parameter optimization methods are adopted dur-
ing the visual-language alignment and ship domain adaption
stages. This separate optimization effectively addresses the
challenges of interference between image-text understanding
and the instruction-following ability, thereby enhancing the
emergent ability of Popeye to follow language instructions to
handle multi-source and multi-granularity ship detection tasks
interactively.

D. Integrated with SAM

In addition to ship detection capability, we also integrate
the proposed Popeye with SAM [29] to tackle the more
challenging language-referred pixel-level segmentation task.
SAM is an open-ended image segmentation model that allows
for promptable segmentation. However, ship images from RS
imagery contain complex background interference and vague
object edges, which affect SAM’s segmentation efficacy in this
domain. The integration of our model with SAM enhances
the capabilities of SAM specifically in the context of ship RS
images. As illustrated in Fig. 2 (d), our Popeye can generate
accurate ship HBB detection results based on the language
instructions, and these results can be regarded as the prior
prompts for SAM. Specifically, the SAM encoder uses the
Masked Autoencoder (MAE) [53] to encode high-resolution
image inputs into visual features and the bounding boxes
generated from Popeye into the prompts embedding tokens.
Then, the mask decoder efficiently enhances the interaction
between image features and prompt embeddings, facilitating
the generation of the mask output. The overall process [54]
can be expressed as

Fvisual = SAMv-enc(I), (11)

Bdet = Popeye(I), (12)

Fprompt = SAMp-enc(Bdet), (13)

Ω = SAMdec(Fvisual, Fprompt), (14)

where I ∈ RH×W×3 represents the input image, Fvisual refers
to the visual features extracted by the SAM image encoder.
Bdet represents the sparse prompts including ship detection
bounding boxes, Fprompt represents the sparse embedding
tokens encoded by the prompt encoder and Ω is the set of
predicted masks.

In summary, the integration of Popeye with SAM enables
an expansion of the language-guided ship segmentation at
the pixel level, without additional training expenses. The
proposed visual-language model Popeye can effectively unify
ship HBB detection, ship OBB detection, and ship pixel-level
segmentation tasks, Moreover, Popeye allows users to retrieve
ship targets in RS images in a language-interactive manner.
Fig. 3. shows examples of the applications for ship language-
referred segmentation.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to validate
the performance of the proposed Popeye. As mentioned in
Section III, in the visual-language alignment stage, we start
with a language-only LLM LLaMA and develop the multi-
modal capabilities from scratch with common datasets. In the
ship domain adaption stage, we continue tuning our model on
the high-quality dataset MMShip to adapt for the ship domain.
The datasets and the training configuration are detailed as
follows.

A. Implementation Details

Datasets. In the visual-language alignment stage, we train
Popeye on COCO Caption [52], which are image captioning
datasets in nature scenes. In the ship domain adaption phase,
We further train on MMShip datasets to achieve ship HBB
and OBB detection abilities. As mentioned in Section III, the
MMShip dataset is constructed based on four different ship
object detection datasets. Additionally, we have optimized the
training procedure by converting all datasets into a unified
conversation format. This not only reduces training costs but
also boosts the overall efficiency.

Settings. In the visual-language alignment stage, we start
with the off-the-shelf open-source weights LLaMA-7B [16]
with 32 transformer layers and insert trainable LoRA matrices
into the last L = 30 transformers layers. The multiple visual
encoders are kept frozen during the training. The visual pro-
jections are initialized randomly. We train our model using the
AdamW optimizer [55] with a cosine learning rate scheduler.
In the ship domain adaption stage, the optimizer settings are
similar to the Pre-training stage. The trained and frozen parts
remain the same as the visual-language alignment stage except
the newly added bias and scale of the linear layer are learnable.

B. Ship Object Detection

The evaluation of ship object detection is divided into
HBB detection and OBB detection. To verify the potential
of our proposed Popeye model in ship object HBB detection,
we employ the zero-shot setting and compare Popeye with
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other MLLMs and Open-vocabulary object detection mod-
els on three datasets including two optical ship detection
datasets ShipRSimagenet, HRSC2016, and a SAR ship de-
tection dataset DSSDD. To address the challenge of MLLMs
not predicting confidence scores, we employ clip-score as
a confidence logit. Remoteclip [56] weights are adopted to

compute the clipscore. For OBB detection, we adopt the
OBB format of HRSC2016, DSSDD for zero-shot comparison
with specialist models trained on DOTA. Additionally, the
experiments mentioned above are conducted on the test set
of the corresponding dataset.

As depicted in Tab. I, for HBB detection, Popeye exhibits

User: Language Instruction Popeye: OBB DetectionPopeye: HBB Detection SAM: Ship Segmentation

Detect all ships shown in the image. There are two ships[0.46,0.64,0.48,0.67; 
0.40,0.77,0.37,0.74;...] in the image.

There are two ships[0.72,0.08,0.79,0.16; 
0.36,0.57,0.53,0.78]  in the image.

Detect all ships shown in the image.

There are five ships[0.61,0.64,0.71,0.75;
...;0.23,0.85,0.29,0.94] in the image.

Detect all ships shown in the image. There are five ships[0.23,0.85,0.26,0.84 
0.29,0.93,0.26,0.94;...]  in the image.

Detect all ships shown in the image.

There are seven ships[0.20 0.64 0.27 0.66 
0.27 0.67 0.20 0.66;...]  in the image.

There are seven ships[0.20,0.64,0.27,0.68;
0.42,0.76,0.50,0.81;...] in the image.

There are two ships[0.37,0.27,0.43,0.36; 
0.38,0.20,0.54,0.49;...] in the image.

There are two ships[0.39,0.27,0.42,0.26, 
0.44,0.35,0.41,0.36;...] in the image.

Fig. 4. Examples of Popeye for ships interpretation from more challenging SAR and optical RS imagery in ShipRSimagenet and DSSDD datasets. From left
to right displays the results of Popeye for OBB detection, HBB detection, and ship instance segmentation of small and blurred ship targets.
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TABLE I
ZERO-SHOT COMPARISON RESULTS FOR HBB DETECTION ON

SHIPRSIMAGENET FOR OTHER METHODS AND OUR METHOD POPEYE.

Method Publication Year AP@40 AP@50 AP@60

Open-vocabulary Model

GroundingDINO [57] Arxiv 2023 35.13 33.27 30.96

mm-GroundingDINO [58] Arxiv 2024 38.19 37.18 35.57

Visual-language Model

Lenna [59] Arxiv 2023 49.27 47.41 44.51

Qwen-VL-Chat [60] Arxiv 2023 30.34 22.69 21.32

Sphinx [61] Arxiv 2023 41.61 40.82 40.70

Popeye(Ours) 56.68 55.30 53.53

TABLE II
ZERO-SHOT COMPARISON RESULTS FOR HBB DETECTION ON DSSDD

FOR OTHER METHODS AND OUR METHOD POPEYE.

Method Publication Year AP@40 AP@50 AP@60

Open-vocabulary Model

GroundingDINO [57] Arxiv 2023 22.31 20.24 14.68

mm-GroundingDINO [58] Arxiv 2024 7.76 6.63 3.99

Visual-language Model

Lenna [59] Arxiv 2023 11.79 9.89 5.84

Qwen-VL-Chat [60] Arxiv 2023 17.16 16.16 11.42

Sphinx [61] Arxiv 2023 35.04 25.69 22.29

Popeye(Ours) 75.59 51.87 26.45

notable improvements of 7.41%, 7.89%, 9.02% on AP@40,
AP@50, AP@60 when contrasted with other MLLMs and
Open-vocabulary models on ShipRSimagenet. For the DSSDD
dataset, when conducting HBB detection, Popeye brings im-
provements of 40.55%, 26.18%, 4.16% on AP@40, AP@50,
and AP@60, compared with MLLM model Sphinx, which
is shown in Tab. II. On the HRSC2016 dataset, Popeye
suppresses the MLLM model Lenna with remarkable im-
provements of 13.31%, 7.35%, 6.51% on AP@40, AP@50
and AP@60. Comparative results on HRSC2016 are demon-
strated on Tab. III. For OBB detection, it is observed from
Tab. V that Popeye surpasses other specialist models trained
on DOTA with the improvements of 4.63% and 2.86% on
AP@40 and AP@50. Tab. IV also verifies that Popeye has a
higher detection accuracy on HRSC2016 compared to other
expert methods. These results demonstrate the potential and
superiority of Popeye in ship target detection and also prove
its powerful generalization ability in completely new, unseen
environments. Furthermore, Fig. 4 provides a clear visualiza-
tion of Popeye’s superior zero-shot detection accuracy in HBB
and OBB formats.

C. Ship Segmentation

We integrate Popeye with SAM to extend pixel-level seg-
mentation capability. Popeye generates the horizontal bound-
ing boxes for the ship target and serves as the prior prompts
for SAM to achieve ship instance segmentation. We select

TABLE III
ZERO-SHOT COMPARISON RESULTS FOR HBB DETECTION ON HRSC2016

FOR OTHER METHODS AND OUR METHOD POPEYE.

Method Publication Year AP@40 AP@50 AP@60

Open-vocabulary Model

GroundingDINO [57] Arxiv 2023 43.14 40.71 37.92

mm-GroundingDINO [58] Arxiv 2024 48.47 47.59 46.12

Visual-language Model

Lenna [59] Arxiv 2023 57.05 55.14 52.05

Qwen-VL-Chat [60] Arxiv 2023 39.23 30.21 22.39

Sphinx [61] Arxiv 2023 56.11 55.32 54.38

Popeye(Ours) 70.36 62.67 60.89

TABLE IV
ZERO-SHOT COMPARISON RESULTS FOR OBB DETECTION ON HRSC2016

FOR OTHER METHODS AND OUR METHOD POPEYE.

Method Publication Year AP@40 AP@50 AP@60

Specialist Model

S2A-Net [62] TGRS 2021 47.03 42.87 37.30

CFA [63] CVPR 2021 47.62 44.97 39.55

Oriented RepPoints [64] CVPR 2022 35.23 31.87 27.39

Oriented R-CNN [42] ICCV 2021 52.99 51.79 47.17

Sasm [65] AAAI 2022 31.45 28.27 25.14

R3Det [66] AAAI 2021 36.11 30.76 24.20

Visual-language Model

Popeye(Ours) 58.15 54.91 44.94

TABLE V
ZERO-SHOT OBB DETECTION COMPARISON RESULTS FOR OBB

DETECTION ON DSSDD FOR OTHER METHODS AND OUR METHOD
POPEYE.

Method Publication Year AP@40 AP@50 AP@60

Specialist Model

S2A-Net [62] TGRS 2021 37.44 35.10 25.79

CFA [63] CVPR 2021 30.44 24.62 16.76

Oriented RepPoints [64] CVPR 2022 22.61 20.14 15.74

Oriented R-CNN [42] ICCV 2021 17.34 16.92 15.81

R3Det [66] AAAI 2021 58.49 49.05 30.35

Visual-language Model

Popeye(Ours) 63.12 51.92 38.35

more challenging RS images of ships, including optical and
SAR. These images are blurry to recognition, or the ships are
camouflaged by the complex background or the ship targets
are very tiny. In all these tested cases, we observe that the
predicted segmentation masks for tiny and blurred ships are
extremely accurate as shown in Fig. 4.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a unified visual-language Model called Popeye
has been presented, excelling in uniformly handling multi-
granularity ship detection tasks like HBB, OBB, pixel-level
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ship segmentation, and captioning. Technically, a unified la-
beling paradigm has been developed to construct a dataset
called MMShip, containing 81k multi-modal ship instruction-
following data and covering multi-source RS images such as
SAR and optical. Subsequently, a cross-modal image interpre-
tation method and a knowledge adaption paradigm for the ship
RS domain have been constructed, leveraging the language
as a medium for bridging visual and language contexts and
realizing a more universal paradigm for multi-source ship
interpretation. In addition, Popeye is integrated with SAM
to extend instance segmentation functionality without extra
training expenses. Furthermore, we Extensive experiments
have demonstrated that Popeye achieves robust zero-shot
performances in multi-source ship imagery HBB detection,
OBB detection, and pixel-level segmentation through natural
language interactions.
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